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Abstract: Multi-touch displays represent a promising technology for the display and manipulation of 3D data. To fully exploit their capabilities, appropriate interaction techniques must be designed. In this paper, we explore the
design of free 3D positioning techniques for multi-touch displays to exploit the
additional degrees of freedom provided by this technology. We present a first
interaction technique to extend the standard four viewports technique found
in commercial CAD applications and a second technique designed to allow free
3D positioning with a single view of the scene. The two techniques were then
evaluated in a controlled experiment. Results show no statistical difference for
the positioning time but a clear preference for the Z-technique..
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Design et Évaluation des techniques de
positionnement 3D pour Écran Multi-Points
Résumé : Les écran multi-points représentent une technologie prometteuse
pour l’affichage et la manipulation de données 3D qui néccessite cependant la
création de nouvelles techniques d’interactions. Dans ce document, nous nous
intéressons spécifiquement aux techniques de positionnement 3D libre en étudiant la prise en charge des degrés de libertés additionnels que procure cette
nouvelle technologie. Nous présentons dans un premier temps une technique
qui étend l’usage de la technique à quatres vues que l’on rencontre traditionnellement dans les logiciels de CAD pour ensuite exposer une technique qui
permet le positionnement libre avec une vue unique de la scéne. Ces deux techniques sont ensuite évaluées dans une expérience controllée. Les résultats ne
montrent aucune différence significative pour le temps de positionnement mais
dénotent cependant une préférence certaine de l’utilisateur pour la Z-technique.
Mots-clés :
directe

Écran multi-points, tâches de positionnement 3D, manipulation
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Introduction

Multi-touch input enables users to manipulate and display information in unprecedented ways by using fingers and hand gestures [20]. Multi-touch displays
offer a direct interaction using fingers to translate, rotate and scale two dimensional (2D) objects [9, 27], pan and zoom a camera on a 2D map [18] or scroll
information with judicious screen animation representing physical metaphor [2].
This technology provides a natural interaction with data in spite of accuracy
[1, 3, 17] and occlusion [25, 19] problems.
Positioning is one of the most basic task of any three dimensional (3D)
application. It allows users to explore the design space by repeatedly adjusting
the position of objects. In desktop environments, the mouse remains the favorite
input device to position objects in 3D space, usually using multiple orthogonal
views of the scene to control two degrees of freedom (DOF) at a time. An
alternative is to use a 3D input device to control the three DOF in an integral
way but this technique suffers from accuracy, clutching and fatigue problems.
The development of 3D interaction techniques for multi-touch displays focus
mainly on collaboration [13] and 3D object rotation [8]. However to the best
of our knowledge, no interaction technique has been proposed to exploit multitouch displays to freely position objects in 3D environments.
In this paper, we explore the development of 3D positioning techniques for
multi-touch displays. How can we exploit the additional DOF provided by this
technology to develop intuitive and efficient 3D positioning techniques? How to
map finger gestures to 3D movements?
After reviewing the related work on 3D manipulation with multi-touch displays and 3D positioning with mouse-related devices, we present two new interaction techniques for 3D positioning. The first technique called multi-touch
viewport extends the current 3 orthogonal views used in CAD softwares by
adding multi-touch support. The second technique called Z-technique presents
a way to map finger gestures to 3D object positioning using a single view on the
3D scene. The two techniques are then evaluated in a controlled experiment.

2
2.1

Related Work
3D Manipulation with Multi-Touch Inputs

Hancock et al. [8] presented one, two and three touch input interaction techniques to manipulate 3D objects on tabletop displays with limited depth. With
one touch input, their technique achieves 5 DOF movement by extending the
RNT algorithm [12] for 3D rotations coupled with 2D positioning. Two-touch
interaction allows to perform pitch and roll rotations with a second finger on the
non-dominant hand. With three-touch interaction, users can perform a simultaneous translation and rotation on the surface of the table. Positioning along the
depth is proposed as an option by measuring the distance between two fingers.
However the technique was mainly designed to control the orientation of a 3D
object with 2D positioning. With the depth control position enabled, modifying the orientation of an object changes its depth position without any control.
The three-touch technique was shown to be fastest and most accurate as well
as preferred by the users.
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Wilson et al. [26] presented a physics-enabled 3D environment with multitouch input. Their technique is able of modeling both multiple contact points
and more sophisticated shape information, such as the entire hand. This enables
a large variety of interactions, supporting finger-based, whole-hand, and tangible
input. They showed that their technique can be used to add real-world dynamics
to interactive surfaces such as a vision-based tabletop. However adding physics
to the interaction allows here to rotate objects in a more realistic way but
positioning remains constraint to two DOF.
Using multi-touch indirect interaction, Zeleznik et al. [28] provided techniques that uses two pointers to translate and rotate objects using both hands.
The non-dominant hand (NDH) is used to define an axis to rotate an object of
interest with the dominant hand (DH). However, translation was constraint to
the plane associated to the manipulated object.

2.2

3D Positionning

Jacob et al. showed that performance is improved when the perceptual structure
of the task matches the control structure of the device [11]. According to Jacob
et al.’s taxonomy, 3D positioning is an integral task that is best performed with
3D trackers as it is more natural to move diagonally across dimensions. However Theather and Stuerzlinger [22] presented a study comparing 3D positioning
techniques with 2 and 3 integral DOF devices showing that input devices with
two integral DOF can perform significantly faster than three integral DOF devices using "smart" algorithms. The design of these algorithms depends on the
goal followed when positioning an object.
Positioning techniques can be classified into two categories: constraint based
positioning where the position of the manipulated object is constrained by the
attributes of the other objects of the scene and free positioning where the manipulated object can be freely positioned in 3D space. Constrained positioning

Figure 1: User view of the Z-technique. The right finger is used for direct 2D
positioning in the camera plane while the left finger is used for depth positioning.
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is used when the objects of a scene have a strong relationship between each
other.
2.2.1

Constrained positioning

Constrained positioning techniques rely on the idea of finding some properties
from the 3D scene to help positioning an object. Bier proposed Snap-Dragging
[4], a technique that searchs for visual features (i.e. a vertex, an object edge
or a grid-line) close to the cursor position to snap the position of an object
manipulated. This technique is used nowadays in commercial CAD applications.
Later, Bukowski et al. [6] provided a technique that use the first visible surface
behind an object as a constraint plane for translation. Their technique allows
to group and manipulate several objects to ease scene building. Oh et al. [16]
improved snap-dragging by using the whole area behind the object to search for
visual features and determine its position. They proved that their technique was
significantly faster than axis-handles used at that time in the software Maya.
In spite of the widespread of these techniques in CAD and sketching softwares, constrained positioning techniques introduce visual discontinuities when
jumping from visual feature to visual feature making it difficult to use in a
complex scenes. Free positioning techniques, similar to positioning with 3D
trackers, provide an alternative when the objects have no clear relationships or
when users want to freely control the position of the object manipulated.
2.2.2

Free positioning

Nielson and Olsen [14] proposed a technique to map two integral DOF to a
3D position. Their technique constraints object translation along a single axis
defined by the greatest displacement along one of the axis of a coordinate system.
This idea is still used nowadays in sketching program like Google Sketchup.
Bier [5] provided a more general solution that consists in attaching a different
coordinate system to an object to allow translation along axes of any orientation.
One drawback of this technique is that the user needs to mentally decompose the
scene, making it more difficult to use for novice users. Venolia [24] proposed to
use the additional degree of freedom represented by the mouse wheel to control
the depth position. His technique used several modalities like sound and visual
feedback but was not evaluated.
3D widgets or handles are another alternative for 3D positioning that consist
in breaking the displacement into single DOF [7, 21]. These widgets are still
used in 3D commercial applications.
Finally, the four-views technique consists in displaying on screen 3 orthogonal
views and one perspective view of the 3D scene. The object position is controlled
2 DOF at a time using one of the orthogonal view. This technique represents the
most widely used technique to freely position 3D objects and has been shown
to be faster than the handles technique with a single view [16].
To sum up, the interaction technique designed for multi-touch displays allow
3D objects positioning constrained to the screen plane and 3D rotations. 3D
positioning techniques using two integral DOF can be separated into constrained
and free positioning technique. The four-views techniques represents the most
widely used technique for the latter category.
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Init State
first finger down
on an object
finger move

2 DOF Translation

second finger
down on another
viewport
finger move

first finger up

second finger up

3 DOF Translation

Figure 2: Multi-touch viewport state transition diagram

3

Multi-touch viewport and Z-technique

Our primary goal in mind was to focus our design on free 3D positioning techniques for multi-touch displays. During the design process we noticed that
multi-touch displays can reach their full potential when used with direct interaction. As a result, we wanted to develop interaction techniques that extend
current interaction techniques using the screen plane to control 2 DOF in a
direct way. The question was then to control the third degree of freedom to
change the objects depth position.
Among the techniques mentioned in the related work that allow free 3D
positioning, the Venolia technique and the four-views technique appear to be
the most compatible with direct interaction. This lead us to redesign these two
techniques for multi-touch displays.

3.1

Multi-touch viewport

Most CAD softwares (Autocad, Archicad, Blender ...) propose a display technique dividing the screen into three or four views. One of these views presents
a perspective view of the scene while the two or three other views are orthographic and orthogonal to each other. These different views are also referenced
as viewports. Each orthographic viewport allows to control two DOF in an integral way while the perspective view usually allows positioning along the plane
parallel to the ground.
The state transition diagram in Figure 2 describes the technique. It is based
on finger down, finger up and finger move events coming from the table SDK.
The ids associated to each finger are used to find which finger touched the table
first and keep track of each individual finger.
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Init State
first finger down
on an object
finger move

2 DOF Translation

second finger
down elsewhere
finger move

first finger up

second finger up

3 DOF Translation

Figure 3: Z-technique state transition diagram
3.1.1

Standard viewport

The two top states in Figure 2 correspond to the standard viewport technique.
When a finger first touches the surface, the corresponding viewport is detected
and a ray orthogonal to the view is projected into the scene. The first object in
intersection is returned. Subsequent finger movements move the object in the
plane parallel to the view passing through the object center.
3.1.2

Multi-touch viewport

The multi-touch viewport extension is activated when a second finger touches
another viewport. On the finger down event, the object is first teleported to
the depth position associated to the second finger position. The user can then
adjust the depth position in the direction orthogonal to the view associated to
the first finger. We used a visual feedback represented as a line passing through
the object center to represent this direction (Figure 4).

3.2

The Z-technique

We designed the second technique to allow 3D positioning using a single view of
the scene (Figure 3). We believe this presentation increases the immersion of the
user in the 3D environment compared to the multi-touch viewport technique.
With this technique, we also use direct manipulation to control the position of
objects in the screen plane. Backward and forward movements of a second touch
point allow depth positioning. This technique is similar to the one proposed by
Venolia [24] where the mouse wheel is used for depth positioning.
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2 DOF Translation

When the first finger is in contact with the surface, a ray coming from the
camera center through the finger position is casted in the scene and the closest
object in intersection is returned. Positioning is then constraint to the plane
parallel to the camera plane passing through the object center.
3.2.2

3 DOF Translation

When a second finger is in contact with the surface we measure its relative motion on the surface and use backward forward movement to control the depth
position. Backward - forward movements are measured relative to the user
position (in our implementation, we assume that the user position is known).
Forward movement moves away the object from the user and backward movement moves it closer to the user. As we measure the relative motion, a succession
of finger touch and release, also known as clutching, can be used to position the
object at any depth position.
As we control the depth position in an indirect way, we use a transfer function
to map the finger movement to object displacement. During preliminary tests
we first used a constant gain but it appeared that fine positioning was difficult
due to the low resolution of our tracking system. We then implemented a nonlinear function that map the displacement speed to a scale factor. To a slow
displacement speed corresponds a low scale factor and a high displacement speed
is associated to a much higher scale factor. It helps fine positioning as well as
gross positioning with reduced finger displacement. We designed the curve with
two expert users to optimize the mapping between finger movements and object
displacement.

3.3

Adding Orientation

The one-touch technique presented by Hancock et al. [8] as an extension of the
RNT technique [12] for 3D objects can be used to provide orientation to the
multi-touch viewport and Z-technique. With that algorithm, the first finger in
contact with the object for the multi-touch viewport and the finger in direct
contact with the manipulated object for the Z-technique controls both the positioning in the plane parallel to the screen and the orientation of the object.
The development of efficient orientation techniques is out of the scope of this
paper.

4
4.1

Experiment
Goals

The two techniques are similar for the direct positioning of objects in the plane
parallel to the screen but they differ in the display of the 3D scene: the multitouch viewport technique presents four views of the scene while the Z-technique
shows a single perspective view. The techniques mainly differ in the control for
the depth position: the multi-touch viewport uses direct interaction while the
Z-technique controls the depth position in an indirect manner.
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Figure 4: Screen capture of the multi-touch viewport technique. The left finger
here is used for 2D positioning in the camera plane corresponding to the viewport
while the right finger is used to teleport the object and adjust its depth. The
gray line is used as visual feedback to represent the displacement allowed for
the second finger.
We want to investigate the impact of the information presentation and the
directness of control for depth positioning on both performance and qualitative
feedback. The Z-technique encourages the simultaneous control of the 3 DOF
while the multi-touch viewport seems to favor iterative control in each viewport
in spite of the multi-touch support we added to the technique. We also expect the Z-technique to increase the feeling of immersion in the environment as
the technique presents a single perspective view in full screen compared to the
multi-touch viewport where the user focus on each orthographic view. Finally
considering the visual presentation and the directness of control for each technique we want to evaluate the influence of the precision required for positioning
as a confounding factor.
While we showed that theses two techniques can be extended to support
orientation we want to focus our evaluation of the positioning itself to avoid any
cross interaction between the positioning and orientation tasks.

4.2

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted on an Immersion iLight touch table [10] based
on the Diffused Illumination technique and consisting of a 100 cm × 70 cm (42
inches) monoscopic display positioned at a distance of 105 cm from the floor.
The video-projector under the table was set at 60 Hz with a 1400 × 1050 pixels
resolution giving a pixel density of 14 pixels per cm (36 DPI). A camera running
at 120 Hz with a 640 × 480 pixels resolution and positioned under the surface
recorded the finger movements on the surface. This gives a maximum resolution
of 6.4 dots per cm (16.25 DPI) for finger tracking.
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Figure 5: Screen capture of the Z-technique. The right finger is used for direct
positioning in the camera plane while the left finger is used for depth positioning
in an indirect way. Backward-forward movements move the object farther or
closer to the user.
We used the iLight framework version 1.6 for fingers detection and tracking.
Fingers data were then sent using TUIO messages [23] to a custom built 3D
application based on the Ogre3D framework [15].

4.3

Task

The task is a three dimensional positioning task based on the docking task exposed by Zhai [30] (Figure 5). Each experimental trial began after the previous
target was successfully positioned and ended with the sucessfull positioning of
the current target. Participants were asked to dock a blue sphere in a transparent grey sphere as quick as possible. The blue sphere turned green when
positioned inside the grey sphere.This visual feedback helps the participants
positioning the sphere in 3D [30]. The trial was considered as fully completed
when the distance between the two spheres remained below a threshold distance during 0.8 s. The grey sphere then dispeared and appeared to another
position while the green sphere was repositioned at the center of the screen. In
addition to perspective and occlusion, we added a ground with shadows projection to improve depth perception. The camera remained fixed during the whole
experiment.

4.4

Participants

Eight males with a mean age of 24 (SD 1.5) participated. 7 were right-handed
and 1 was left-handed and all had normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants had a variable experience with virtual reality and 3D applications but
this is acceptable as we are observing a lower level physical behavior. Half of
them were regular users of the touch-table. The others were familiar with tactile
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4.5
Z Technique
4.0

Multi-touch Viewports

Mean time (s)

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
High Accuracy

Low Accuracy
Accuracy

Figure 6: Mean positioning time for each technique and accuracy. Error bars
represent 95% confidence interval.
technology such as tactile mobile phone or tablet pc but not with multi-touch
displays.

4.5

Design

A repeated measures within-subjects design was used. The independent variables were Technique (Z-technique and multi-touch viewport), Position of
the target sphere with 17 positions evenly distributed around a hemi-sphere,
and Accuracy with two levels (low accuracy and high accuracy).
Participants completed five successive Blocks of trials. Each Block consisted of 68 trials: 2 repetition of 34 Position × Accuracy combinations. The
presentation order of Technique was counter-balanced across participants. A
break was encouraged after each set of 17 trials.
Before starting the experiment, participants had a 15 minute training period
to get used to the techniques and task. The experiment ended with a qualitative feedback from the participants. The experiment lasted approximately 35
minutes.
In summary, the experimental design was :
8 participants ×
2 Technique ×
5 Blocks ×
2 Accuracy ×
17 Position ×
2 repetitions
= 5,440 total trials
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Results

The dependent variables for both techniques were positioning time and coordination value. A third variable is the frequency of use of two viewports for the
multi-touch viewport technique.

5.1

Positioning Time

Positioning time is defined as the time it takes to successfully position the
current sphere from the last successfully positioned target.
Repeated measures analyses of variance found a significant main effect for
Block (F3,21 = 5.68, p = 0.016) which shows the presence of a learning effect.
Pairwise comparisons show significant differences (p < 0.05) between the first
block and the other blocks. As a result we removed the first block for subsequent
analysis.
We did not find a significant main effect of Technique on the positioning
time. The mean positioning time for the Z-technique is 3.10s and 3.03s for the
multi-touch viewport technique (Figure 6).
Repeated measures analyses of variance found a significant main effect of
Accuracy (F1,7 = 330, p < 0.0001) on positioning time. As we expected
higher accuracy significantly increases the positioning time from 2.28s for the low
accuracy condition to 3.86s for the high accuracy condition. More interestingly,
we found a significant interaction between Technique and Accuracy (F1,7
= 6.38, p = 0.039) with the Z-technique being slower for the high accuracy
condition (2.38s) compared to the multi-touch viewport technique (2.18s) (p =
0.026).
We found a significant effect for Position (F16,112 = 8.11, p < 0.0001) on
positioning time but no significant interaction with other factors. It shows that
the positioning is faster for the targets requiring no displacement along the
depth.

5.2

Coordination

The coordination is computed as the ratio of the lenght of the shortest path to
the lenght of the actual path measured from the starting point to the destination
[29].
Repeated measures analyses of variance did not show any signficant main
effect or interaction for the different independent variables on the coordination
except for Position (F16,112 = 24.5, p < 0.0001) showing a higher coordination
for the targets requiring no depth adjustment. This result does not allow us to
draw any conclusion. The mean coordination value is 0.59 for the Z-technique
and 0.62 for the multi-touch viewport technique.

5.3

Use of a Second Viewport for the Multi-touch Viewport Technique

For the multi-touch viewport technique, we analyzed the use of a second viewport to teleport and adjust depth position. A second viewport is considered as
used when two viewports are touched simultaneously at least one time during
an individual trial. These trials are marks as 1 and used for computation. On
INRIA
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1.0
Z Technique

0.9

Multi-touch Viewports

Coordination ratio

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
High Accuracy

Low Accuracy
Accuracy

Figure 7: Mean coordination ratio for each technique and accuracy. Error bars
represent 95% confidence interval.
100%

Use of our multi-touch extension

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
High Accuracy

40%

Low Accuracy

30%
20%
10%
0%
High Accuracy

Low Accuracy
Accuracy

Figure 8: Probability of use of the multi-touch extension for the viewports.
Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.
average, a second viewport was used 92% of the time. Repeated measures analyses of variance found a marginal significant main effect of Accuracy (F1,7 =
5.35, p < 0.054) on the use of a second viewport with the second viewport used
more for the low accuracy condition (95.5%) compared to the high accuracy
condition (88.1%).
We also measured the frequency of use of each viewport and we found that
the two viewports closer to the user are used 99.5 % of the time.
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Qualitative Feedback

Among the participants, six preferred the Z-technique, one the multi-touch
viewport technique and one claimed to have no preference. The participant
who declared to prefer the multi-touch viewport found the technique easier to
use but this participant reported a lot of experience with CAD applications
implementing the viewport technique. The participants who declared to prefer
the Z-technique found the technique easier to use and appreciated the interaction with the perspective view. The indirect mapping for depth positioning was
according to them difficult to apprehend but very efficient when they get used
to it.
We also asked the participants to rate the level of fatigue for each technique.
Globally, we were not able to draw any specific conclusion on each technique.
Tiredness was present in both techniques but the order of presentation appeared
to favor the fatigue for the second technique evaluated in spite of the breaks
during the experiment. The main conclusion we can draw is that working half
an hour with the table is tiring for all user no matter the technique used.
For the Z-technique, all participants (including the left handed participant)
used their dominant hand to control positioning in the camera plane while depth
positioning was controlled with the non-dominant hand with the exception of
one participant who used his thumb for depth positioning. Two participants
made frequent confusion in the direction to use for depth positioning with backward movements expecting objects to move forward. In a real application, this
parameter should be a control setting to be customized for each user.

6

Discussion

These results incline us to conclude that the two techniques evaluated are equivalent in term of performance as we did not find any significant difference for the
positioning time. However further experiments would be required to prove that
no small difference exists as we found a marginal effect for the high precision
condition in favor of the multi-touch viewport technique.
In the experiment the participants used two viewports simultaneously more
than 80% of the time, making an effective use of the additional features provided
by the multi-touch viewport technique. In addition the results show that participants emphasis the simultaneous use of two viewports with targets requiring
coarse positioning showing that when the task become more difficult, users tend
to adjust sequentially the degrees of freedom. We also showed that the two top
viewports were nearly never used with our hardware configuration, suggesting
that participants tried to reduce their fatigue using the two viewports close to
them. This suggests that the perspective view can be extended to the entire
width of the upper half of the screen.
Oh et al. [16] showed that the classic four-view technique was significantly
faster compared to other techniques using full screen in a manipulation task.
Here we provide the Z-technique that reaches a similar level of performance
compared to an improved version of the four-views technique. The interaction
with the perspective view in full screen was in addition preferred by most participants. This makes the Z-technique a real alternative to the multi-touch
viewport, especially when the display surface is limited (e.g. mobile phones).
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced and compared two 3D positionning techniques
that allow to freely position an object using a multi-touch display. In a controlled experiment we showed that these two techniques are equivalent in term
of performance. However the Z-technique was preferred by most participants.
Considering its performance and qualitative feedback, the Z-technique can be
used as a base line comparison for other 3D positioning techniques designed for
multi-touch displays. As future work, we plan to study and add the support of
orientation to control more degrees of freedom in an intuitive way.
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